
WOTNA minutes for September 5, 2018 

6 pm Call to order and roll call of board members 

Present GP Lovato President, Treasurer Glenn Effertz, Board Members Gil Clarke, Kendra Robertson Vice 
President.  

6:05 Community Policing 

Presentation made by Laura Trujillo with Crime Prevention Unit, Rob Debuck APD 

Officers Present from APD- Officer Brandon Arndt and Officer Alexander Lewis. Those in attendance 
voiced their concerns of ongoing illegal fireworks on Montoya north of Mountain Rd. Also expressed was 
the NO RIGHT TURN ON RED at the east bound exit ramp turning right south bound at Rio Grande with 
no one respecting thus make it dangerous for pedestrians and bicyclist using the Bike Loop. Previous 
incidents such as the two expressed would have been handled by a well-staffed City Strike Force 
however this and the previous administration places such minimal reprievable situations on APD not 
having a more effective City Strike Force.    

Presented crime stats for September, 2 Residential Burglary, 1 Vehicle Burglary, 4 Motor Vehicle Theft, 1 
Recovered Vehicle and other police matters on APD Police App CrimeMapping@cabq.gov.   

Ms. Trujillo former 911 emergency operator and Rob Debuck  APD  presentation of Lock Down and 
Active Shooter. WOTNA will follow up with other safety concerns for the public at future WOTNA 
meetings. 

    This APD presentation for Lock Down and Active Shooter was a presentation that anyone who has 
concerns with the safety of our students within our schools is a must attend presentation by Officer 
Debuck.  

     I have in the past had in the mid 1990’s requested along with then president Lonny Tonning of 
WOTNA had APD address two very serious matters that were taking place within our neighborhood 
boundary with a drive up residence selling hard drugs and gang activity with shootings in a previous 
Trailer Park corner of Gabaldon and Mountain Rd. Then Captain Debuck response to our request was 
immediate and all illegal activity was stopped and those individuals were arrested selling drugs home 
was boarded up and one of the gang members sent to prison. I have also attended one of his CIT 
presentations of which much of what I learned in his presentation I have used to date.  

   Officers Debuck presentation started with a very adamant expression to all of “Stay Alert” if 
something or someone seems out of place say or do something. 

   If browsing internet any of the media sites and you encounter communications of intent to harm 
someone or make an active shooter attack on a school, or public facility notify APD. In the past noting 
an intent on a media site has stopped an active shooting situation. 

   If you are in an active shooter situation the following should be done, RUN, HIDE, FIGHT, LOOK FOR 
COVER, A PLACE OF Concealment, use anything as a distractive device, playing dead is not suggested 
for you are still a target. 



   ROD Debuck also addressed what APD is doing and or suggestions for protection of students in an 
active situation in a school. Lock downs should be exercised for the students along with knowing of 
designated interior rooms. If a teacher is aware of an active shooters location- the teacher is to make 
the decision, have students run away from shooters direction, have them hide, lock door and teacher 
if necessary fight the shooter for the protection of the students. Please take some time to review for 
your and your child’s benefit the active shooter policy of the school your child attends. 

   Suggestions to acquire more response time of an active shooter are doors that lock from inside 
classroom only to be opened by fab card, sheet laminated windows, (prevents shattered glass), 
emergency active shooter alarms which immediately alerts police department, (like a fire alarm) and 
most of all stay alert. 

   U-Tube AVOID, DENY, DEFEND          

Officer Debuck’s presentation was lengthy, firm, to the point, and at times very emotional when 
viewing some graphic video.     

WOTNA’s By-Laws are on our website westoldtownna.com for review. 

Next WOTNA Monthly Meeting is October 3, 6/7 pm Los Duranes Community Center 

  

 

 

 

 

 


